
The Scarlet Letter

The Dimmesdale Dilemma (chp 9-12)



Onward, Christian pilgrims
story/chapter ‘arcs’: nuggets of nutrition

the Dimmesdale dilemma

the dilemma: choice and consequence

representing choice: salvation and damnation

the scaffold: Hester vs Dimmesdale - integration vs 
estrangement

the last words of Jermarr Arnold



‘Story Arcs’
We can observe the plot progression in The Scarlet 
Letter through several distinct stages or ‘arcs’. 
Here’s my interpretation:

1-8: Setting the Scene
9-12: the Dimmesdale Dilemma
13-19: Walking the Wilds
20-24: 



1-8: Setting the Scene

1: The Prison-Door

2: The Market-Place

3: The Recognition

4: The Interview

5: Hester at her Needle

6: Pearl

7: The Governor’s Hall

8: The Elf-Child and the 
Minister



9-12: The Dimmesdale dilemma

9: The Leech

10: The Leech and His Patient

11: The Interior of a Heart

12: The Minister’s Vigil



13-19: Rising action

13: Another View of Hester

14: Hester and the Physician

15: Hester and Pearl

16: A Forest Walk

17: The Pastor and His 
Parishioner

18: A Flood of 
Sunshine

19: The Child at the 
Brook-Side



20-24: A Man Chooses

20: The Minister in a Maze

21: The New England Holiday

22: The Procession

23: The Revelation of the Scarlet Letter

24: Conclusion



9-12: The Dimmesdale dilemma

9: The Leech

10: The Leech and His 
Patient

11: The Interior of a 
Heart

12: The Minister’s Vigil

establishing the root of the conflict: 

Dimmesdale’s secret, and Roger’s 
attempts to find him out

We know that the Sword of Damocles 
will eventually be swung, not by Hester, 
but by Dimmesdale, whose anguish and 
angst provides the moral conflict at the 
heart of the novel

“it was as if an angel... had shaken his 
bright wings over the people... --- at 
once a shadow and a splendour, -- 
and had shed down a shower of 
golden truths” p216



The Dilemma

Ultimately, this narrative doesn’t only revolve around illusion vs 
reality (a la Othe$o and Streetcar) but around choice and consequence. 
The closing action of the narrative doesn’t hinge on a truth being 
discovered so much as voluntarily revealed. 

Deception Truth
choice: stay with Hester under 
assumed name
goal: earthly happiness
consequence: fornication, adultery; 
ultimately, damnation

choice: reveal himself to townsfolk
goal: confession, expiation, absolution
consequence: rejection and ruination; 
Hester’s martyrdom; ultimately, 
salvation



“Sme$ my 
finger”

“Dude chi$”



good and bad angels

divine office

health of the soul

eternity

angelic voice

physical concerns

health of the body

transformation, 
metamorphosis

devilish appearance

“the young divine" “the ski$ful man"



health of the body
“Skillful men, of the medical and chirurgical profession, were of rare 
occurrence in the colony. They seldom, if ever, partook of the religious 
zeal that brought other emigrants across the Atlantic. In their researches 
into the human frame, it may be that the higher and more subtile faculties of 
such men were materialised, and that they lost the spiritual view of 
existence amid the intricacies of that wondrous mechanism, which seemed 
to involve art enough to comprise all life within itself.” p105

transformation, metamorphosis; earthly wealth
alchemy: “I shall seek this man... as I have sought gold in alchemy.” p69; 
“He now dug into the poor clergyman’s heart, like a miner searching for 
gold” p113

devilish appearance: “But with what a wild look of wonder, joy, and horror! With 
what a ghastly rapture... bursting forth through the whole ugliness of his 
figure... Had a man seen old Roger Chillingworth... he would have had no need 
to ask how Satan comports himself...” p121

“the ski$ful man"



health of the soul
“Not to an earthly physician!... But, if it be the soul’s disease, then do I commit 
myself to the one Physician of the soul! He, if it stand with his good 
pleasure, can cure; or he can kill!” p119

eternity
visions: “At any moment, by an effort of his will, he could discern substances 
through their misty lack of substance, and convince himself that they were not 
solid in their nature... But for all that, they were in one sense, the truest 
and most substantial things which the poor minister now dealt with.” 
p127

angelic voice
tied to his role as penitent? “... its volume seemed to envelop her with an 
atmosphere of awe and solemn grandeur. And yet, as majestic as the voice 
sometimes became, there was for ever in it an essential character of 
plaintiveness.” p211

“the young divine"



all three characters are set apart by both talents and 
deformities; while focus tends to be on Hester, any are fit 
candidates for your focus, depending on the question

as Chillingworth is clearly playing the role of the Adversary and 
tempter, Hester and Dimmesdale each represent a different 
path to salvation

Hester: the ‘white’ martyrdom of charity and sacrifice
Dimmesdale: the ‘red’ martyrdom of witness and testimony



on the scaffold on the scaffold

“Had there been a Papist 
among the crowd of 
Puritans, he might have seen 
this beautiful woman... an 
object to remind him of 
the image of Divine 
Maternity. Here was the 
taint of deepest sin in the 
most sacred quality of 
human life, working such 
effect, that the world was 
only the darker for this 
woman’s beauty.” p53

“Walking in the shadow of a 
dream... It was an obscure 
night of early May. An 
unvaried pall of cloud muffled 
the whole expanse of sky from 
zenith to horizon. If the same 
multitude which had stood as 
eyewitnesses... they would have 
discerned no face above the 
crowd... in the dark gray of 
the midnight...” p129



on the scaffold on the scaffold

“... her beauty shone out, and made a halo of 
the misfortune and ignominy in which she was 
enveloped. It may be true that, to a sensitive 
observer, there was some thing exquisitely 
painful in it. Her attire, which indeed, she had 
wrought for the occasion in prison, and had 
modelled much after her own fancy, seemed to 
express the attitude of her spirit, the desperate 
recklessness of her mood, by its wild and 
picturesque peculiarity. But the point which 
drew all eyes, and, as it were, transfigured the 
wearer... was that SCARLET LETTER, so 
fantastically embroidered and illuminated upon 
her bosom. It had the effect of a spell, taking 
her out of the ordinary relations with humanity, 
and enclosing her in a sphere by herself.”

“Pestilence was known to have been foreboded by 
a shower of crimson light... Not seldom, it had 
been seen by multitudes. Oftener, however, its 
credibility rested on the faith of some lonely eye-
witness, who beheld the wonder through the 
coloured, magnifying, and distorted medium of 
his imagination, and shaped it more distinctly in 
his after-thought. In such a case, it could only be 
the symptom of a highly disordered mental 
state... rendered morbidly self-contemplative by 
long, intense, and secret pain, had extended his 
egotism over the whole expanse of nature...

We impute it, therefore, solely to the disease in his 
own eye and heart that the minister... beheld there 
the appearance of an immense letter—the letter A
—marked out in lines of dull red light.”



there are three pivotal scenes (Ch 9, 12, and 23) 
centred on the scaffold: a structure intended for 
public execution
public execution: why? not just entertainment
moral instruction through deterrence and ‘making 
an example’ out of others
the act of helping others improve their moral state 
also helped the victim expiate their own sins
remember: Scarlet Letter is based on a very different 
moral understanding than Streetcar, and is closer in a 
sense to Othe$o

ultimately it is not desire or pleasure that is 
important, but reputation, immortality, salvation



the last words of Jermarr Arnold

Jermarr Arnold
Executed January 16 2002
Age 43
Age at time of offence 24
Crime Murder of a 21-year-old jewellery-store worker
Last statement "Yes sir, members of Mrs Sanchez's family, I don't know who you are 
and other people present. As I said, I'm taking responsibility for the death of your 
daughter in 1983. I'm deeply sorry for the loss of your loved one [ ... ] I cannot 
explain and can't give you answers. I can give you one thing, and I'm going to give 
that today. I [can] give a life for a life. I pray you will have no ill will or animosity. You 
have the right to see this, I am glad you are here. All I can do is ask the Lord for 
forgiveness. I am not saying this to be facetious. I am giving my life. I hope you 
find comfort in my execution. As for me, I am happy, that is why you see me 
smiling. I am glad I am leaving this world. I am going to a better place. I have made 
peace with God, I am born again [ ... ] God bless all of you. Thank you all for being 
here."


